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BRCA Challenge – Project Overview

● **Mission:** Improve care of patients at risk of breast and ovarian cancer using global data sharing and collaboration in the analysis of *BRCA1* and *BRCA2*
  1. Share *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* variants publically via a web portal
  2. Address social, ethical, legal challenges to global data sharing
  3. Create a GA4GH model for all disease genes

● **Clinical Focus:** Germline variant classification

● **Major milestones:**
  – BRCA Exchange - >17,900 variants, multiple sites
  – 1/3 expert-classified with supporting rationale
  – coming soon... mobile app with alert function
Features:

- Flexible searching
- Drill down to extra info
  - Tiled format
- Versioning...
  - Variant level
  - Dataset level
BRCA Challenge Mobile App

Gunnar Raetsch & Faisal Alquaddoomi

Features:

● Simplified presentation

● Follow a variant functionality (in testing phase)
BRCA Challenge – Goals & Previous Engagement

● **Goals:**
  * Variant level data – classification, rationale, other
  * Individual level data – clinical info, differing access
  * Algorithms to automate collection/classification

● **Previous Engagement with GA4GH:**
  * Ethics & regulatory:
    - FDA guidance (NGS testing & public variant databases)
    - Ethics WG chairs - database liability pub (GIM 19: 839)
  * Data WG: Adopted the GA4GH API
    - To allow others to access BRCA-Exchange data
  * ..... currently integrating with the Beacon network
• Genomic Knowledge & Clinical/Phenotype data
  • genomic nomenclature “translation”
  • associated clinical information/phenotype
    - including patient ascertainment
  • genetic & clinical data provenance/quality
• Data use & Researcher IDs - view & re-use of data
  • for clinical/research purpose
  • open access vs controlled (how much/who)
• Cloud - interoperability
  • optimising workflow, GA4GH approval stamp
• Discovery - controlling for overlapping data
BRCA Challenge – What we can offer to GA4GH?

- Feedback of BRCA Challenge developments
  - Algorithms for automated variant prioritization/classification
  - Field testing of standards on variant representation and clinical data
  - Mobile app for variant view and classification updates
Q&A

Gunnar, Benedict & Melissa to chime in!